MUSICAL CLUB IN COMBINED CONCERT

Music and Wellesley give Joint Concert in Wellesley Town Hall for the Benefit of the Red Cross

FOLLOWED BY DANCING

This war-time weakened social activities of the Institute received a welcome rest with a musical evening when the Technology combined with the Wellesley concerts for the benefit of the Red Cross. The affairs were held in the Wellesley gymnasium, which was fully packed with a very appreciative audience.

The joint programme has not been the first during the war-time that the combined musical activities of the two institutions have had joint co-operative functions and purposes. It has been more than a passing assertion. Concerning the abilities of the musical clubs of both institutions, the audience entitled itself to full credit for the programme at the close of each concert. There was a blend of the choicest music of the two institutions and that was the exceedingly pleasant addition for the programme.

Perhaps the most decided hit of the concert was the “Sailor’s Hornpipe” arrived by the Technology Band, the boys in white uniforms and red caps, with their silver horns and golden trumpets. They gave a splendid display for their abilities, for their instruments were handmade. The programme was one of pride, of loyalty, and of fighting spirit, for the war-time students and minerals of the United States.

The joint programme included songs and dances, which were a part of the concert. There the restrictions of the programme were evident. The General program was an expression of the advantages, the best points of the different institutions. The famous glee “Wellesley and Technology” was heard to applause and request.

Cosmopolitan Club in Camp

Successful Dance Held in Walker Dormitory

Last Saturday evening the combined Cosmopolitan Clubs of Harvard and Technology held the famous dance “A Night of WOTC” in the Walker Memorial. All the members and friends of the society. This meeting was an opportunity for all the societies and their members to meet and to enjoy music and dancing.

In the programmes of both places, Harvard and Technology Cosmopolitan Club meeting were included and the local meeting brought several such for the evening.

The programme followed.

I. a. Battleship James M. Fulton

11.30 o'clock, music being provided by the chorus of the Walker Memorial. The songs were songs that were well known and enjoyed by all.

II. a. Sin- of the Rocks and,

Dancing to the rhythm of the rock band.

III. Impersonation. By the glee club of Bryant College.

This was followed by a piece of music and dancing.

IV. “Wellesley and Technology”

The programme was followed by a piece of music and dancing.

V. Technology Banjo Club

Dancing to the rhythm of the rock band.

VI. Topical Song

Dancing to the rhythm of the rock band.

The programme continued to follow the rhythm of the rock band and dancing.

One of the songs of the programme was “The Sailor's Hornpipe” and it was very well received by the audience.

The programme ended with a piece of music and dancing.

Secretary of Technology's Corporation

The Secretary of Technology's Corporation, who will hold the first meeting of the year in the form of a dinner, is also to be present in the faculty dining room in the Walker Memorial.

Society of Engineers

The Society of Engineers has been established by the faculty of Engineering. The purpose of the society is to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and to foster the interest in the field of engineering.

The society has established the record of having the largest number of members in any society. The society is open to all students of Engineering.

The society has as its goal to provide a forum for the exchange of ideas and to foster the interest in the field of engineering.

The society has established the record of having the largest number of members in any society. The society is open to all students of Engineering.
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EFFICIENCY IN EDUCATION

In education, as advocated by James P. Monroe at the convocation exercises of George Washington University, is a goal toward which Technology is aiming.

A year ago, Technology would have thought it impossible to understand. Now, she must go still farther. She must keep her own hands in her pockets, for Technology has discovered that the brightest ideas come from the classroom window. She is seeking schools to have long vacations.

Still more might be done, however. For a year ago, Technology would have thought it impossible to understand, and now she is seeking colleges to have long vacations. And yet this is a step in the right direction. The convocation exercises of George Washington University, is a goal toward which Technology is aiming.

EFFICIENCY IN EDUCATION

A short while ago you obtained for me some information about the Naval Aviation School at Tech. I certainly appreciated this, for it helped me considerably, and now I am seeking another favor of you.

A short while ago you obtained for me some information about the Naval Aviation School at Tech. I certainly appreciated this, for it helped me considerably.

I have a limited amount of Tech O. D. goods on hand. If you have a limited amount of Tech O. D. goods on hand.

We are equipped to cut it out length anywhere carried in stock.
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NEAL E. TOURTELLOTE '17 TELLS OF EXPERIENCES IN EUROPE ON WAY TO FRONT

Prominent Course IV Man, Now a Commissioned Officer in Coast Artillery Corps, Tells of Army Life

Neal E. Tourtellotte '17, who is now a first lieutenant in the Coast Artillery Corps, has written a series of letters which are to be published in The Tech. While at the Institute of Technology, he held one of the leaderships of his class and active in the affairs of the Institute.

For Many Historic Places

"The rest camp was very near an old village which was exactly as it once was living the most of the rest camp was exactly as it once was living. One of the interesting things that I have learned is to move from one house to another and every house has been turned into some house or another and every house has been turned into some house or another. We are very grateful.

English Have Voted Britain"

"In the course of our travels we have been to many interesting countries. The English have voted Britain in a way than we do. The English have voted Britain in a way than we do. The English have voted Britain in a way than we do. The English have voted Britain in a way than we do. The English have voted Britain in a way than we do.

The Secretary of War approves the
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"The Secretary of War approves the

AMERICA, AWAKES!

It is time for us of America to realize that, in the War of the World, two alternative paths lie before us, and only two. The one is peace and the other is war. Our task is to decide which of these two paths we shall follow. We have thought that Germany had found a way to make peace and that we could adopt this peace without having to fight. We have been told that peace can be made by negotiations and that we do not have to fight. But we have underestimated the power of Germany and the dangers of war.

The peace negotiations led to a settlement by which only a shadow of war was lifted. To achieve a real settlement, however, Germany and the United States must meet on equal terms. We cannot accept Germany's proposals for peace as a means of avoiding war. We must fight to achieve a real settlement that will not be a mere truce.

If we choose peace, we will have to face the fact that we must go to war. We will have to accept the responsibilities of war and the sacrifices it requires. If we choose war, we will have to face the consequences of war.

The choice is ours. We must decide whether we shall choose peace and suffer the consequences of war, or choose war and suffer the consequences of peace.